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Appoint Libby Dean
Will Succeed
Deering As
Aggie Head
colorful procession of

Speaker, Awards Slated
For Monday's Assembly
IN REVERENCE—Bernard Cope, HiIlel president; Rabbi Milton
H. Elefant, and Harriet Levco (1. to r.) are shown during the Sedar,
a traditional ceremony held during the Passover Week. Other
faith groups are planning religious exercises in observance of
(Photo by Raphael)
their Holy Week.

Services Will Mark
Holy Day, Passover
By Leslie Spalding
Special Religious services are planned by the University four
Faith groups for the Easter and Passover seasons, one of the first
that Maine students have spent on campus in several years.
In speaking of the Maine Christian
Association's plans for Holy Week,
Rev. William McGinnis said this
week, "Easter means life. It is the
conviction that one does not live
alone because his life is a part of the
divine.
"This assurance makes it possible
for each individual to rise above his
personal weaknesses and the environmental forces which plot to shackle
his every movement. And to do his
part in planting and cultivating the
virtues of love of all men regardless
of the sacrifices which he may be
called upon to make."
On Maundy Thursday the
Maine Christian Association will
commemorate the Last Supper
by holding a special service of
Communion at 7 p.m. in the
Louis Oakes room, Library.
A special program of meditation
and short addresses on the general
theme, "The Seven Last Words of
Christ," will be conducted in the
Louis Oakes room from 12 noon
until 3 p.m. on Good Friday. Students may come in and go out anytime during this period.
On Easter Sunday the MCA will

conduct a Sunrise Service. Students
will meet on the Library steps at 6
a.m. to go to the location. At 7:30
a.m. breakfast will be served at the
M.C.A. House for all these early
risers.
Regular worship service on the
meaning of the Resurrection with
special Easter music will be held at
10:30 a.m. in the Little Theatre. At
7 p.m. in the Bangor room of the
Union an exciting color film will be
shown. This hour long film is the
story of the last days of Christ on
earth as reported by Cornelius, a
Roman Centurian.
Episcopal students are urged
to attend St. James Church in
Old Town for three hours of
meditation on Good Friday from
12 noon to 3 p.m. On Good
Friday evening from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m. a European recording
with the Berlin Cathedral Choir
and the Berlin Symphony Orchestra of the Saint Matthew
Passion will be played.
The public is invited to attend and
coffee will be served in the Common
Room. Easter Sunday Holy Corn(Conntwerr on Page Five)

President Hauck Outlines
Regional Education Plans
By John A. Littlefield
Co-operation!
This word has a new meaning these days for the University
and other New England colleges and universities.
Maine
of
Insufficient numbers of students inunderlies a relatively
meaning
Its

University students will witness the
Winthrop C. Libby has been
some 400 student Honor Society members and University faculty
appointed Dean of the College
Monday at 10 a.m.
Appearing in full academic regalia terfraternity Council, Patrick Daigle, of Agriculture effective July 1,
—the faculty in gowns and hoods, will award the Fraternity Scholarship according to Dr. Arthur A.
students in caps and gowns—the pro- Cup to the fraternity with the highest Hauck, University President.
Libby, Associate Dean of Agcessioners will gather on the Mall and scholastic achievement for the past
march to the Memorial Gymnasium semester. The Sigma Chi Foundation riculture here since 1950, was
for the Annual Scholarship Assembly. Cup, first awarded in 1947, is award- picked to succeed Dr. Arthur L.
The program is held each year to ed semi-annually and will become Deering, who retires in June.
students who have ex- the permanent possession of the frahonor those
A Maine graduate in 1932, Libby
celled in their academic endeavors. ternity which has held it the longest has been with the University for 26
by
1962.
Dr. Nils Y. Wessell, President of
years. He graduated from the ColTufts University and noted psychololege of Agriculture and received his
"International
speak
on
gist, will
M.S. degree in Agricultural EconomLeadership and the "People's Wisics the following year. In addition,
dom."
Libby has taken graduate work in
Dr. Wessell. a psychologist, taught
Agronomy at Rutgers and Cornell
President
at Tufts and was named
Universities.
there in 1953. He received his B.A.
In 1934 he was appointed to the
from Lafayette University in 1934,
staff of the Agronomy Department.
his MA. from Brown University in
Libby was promoted to a professor1935, and his Ph.D. from the Uniship in 1943 and made department
versity of Rochester in 1939.
head. He has been Associate Dean
He has done extensive work in psyof the College of Agriculture in
chology, contributing to scientific
journals and acting as advisor to
charge of resident instruction since
hospital clinics. Pres. Wessell has en1950.
titled his speech, "Intellectual LeaderAs Dean of Agriculture, Libby will
ship and the People's Wisdom."
supervise the University's activities in
After the speech. University Presiagriculture, including extension, redent Arthur A. Hauck will announce
search, and resident instruction, acthe recipients of this year's major
cording to President Hauck.
scholarships.
In announcing the new Dean's apMiss Doris Marshall. past president
pointment, Dr. Hauck said that the
of the Panhellenic Council, will
University's Trustees had also desigaward the Sorority Silver Plate to
nated George E. Lord and Dr.
the sorority with the highest academic
rating for the last two semesters.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Dr. Nils Y. Wessell
Newly elected president of the In-

Now Selecting Ask $21 Million Bond Issue
Faculty-Student For New UM Construction
By Ed Damon
Poll Committee
A 21 million dollar bond issue, now before the state legislaA student-faculty committee is now
being selected to draw up a campuspoll questionnaire concerning religion
courses at Maine, according to Senator Douglas Pelletier, chairman of
the committee.
Pelletier reported that he had
spoken to various faith-group directors and said that they are ready to
help.
When asked to comment on the
new committee, University President
Arthur A. Hauck said, "I highly
commend the students for the interest they have shown in these religion
courses. However, I cannot offer an
opinion concerning the religion
courses until I have had the opportunity to study the matter more thoroughly."
Pelletier said he hoped his committee would have its first meeting
Thursday, April 25.
The committee will have nine members, one student from each faith
group, and four faculty members appointed by President Hauck. To date,
two student members have been
chosen, Peter Burbank by the Canterbury Club, and lames Hambelton
from Newman Club. The Maine
Christian Association will elect a
student representative at an executive
committee, Monday. A student will
also be named by Hillel early next

new concept, a concept of regional terested in a specialized course and
financial problems are two reasons
education.
According to recent pamphlets on for this, Hauck explained.
the new education idea, the basic
At the same time, the president
concept is that of co-operative edu- noted other area schools may offer
cational arrangement between New such specialized courses.
England state universities and colFor example, the University
leges.
of Maine does not offer a pharThe purpose or the program is, in macy course. Other New Engeffect, as recorded in pamphlets and land schools do have such
bulletins to make greater use of specialized programs. Supposedspecialized programs at New England ly under the program, after two
higher educational institutions for years of bask courses here, a
student could transfer to a New
area youths.
According to Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, England school with a specialUniversity President, and chairman ized pharmacy course.
of the co-ordinating group for the
Whether this transfer would be
regional plan, the New England possible at in-state tuition rates deBoard for Higher Education, many pends on the set-up of that particular
area schools find it impractical to state. Presently, according to Dr.
carry certain specialized educational
week.
(Continued on Page Eight)
programs.

ture, would provide for construction here of 11 men's and five
women's dormitories by 1970, according to Dr. Arthur A. Hauck,
president of the University.
The "100 per cent" plan, accordIn addition, two men's and one
women's cafeterias. plus 368 student ing to Raymond H. Fogler, President
married units and 120 faculty married of the Board of Trustees, would be
units will be built here if the bond used in case a continuation of the
50-50 system "would lessen the posissue passes.
The new buildings would accom- sibility of receiving the appropriations
modate 4,008 more students and pro- needed to provide facilities for instrucvide for elimination of the North tion and research."
Fogler said the bill, if approved,
Dorms and South Apartments by
"would provide the University a
1961.
means of student and faculty housing
Housing Needed
Hauck has said that with an "ab- on a self-liquidating basis."
"These needs." he said, "already
solute minimum" of 7.500 students
expected at the University by 1970 compelling, will become critical as
there is a "tremendously urgent need" the size of the student body increases."
The interest on and retirement of
for new dormitories, dining halls, and
quarters for faculty and married stu- all bonds will be accomplished by
dents.
income from dormitory fees and rentAt present, according to Hauck, als under the proposals of the bill.
1,200 students are unable to live on
Dr. Hauck said dormitory charges
campus because of a lack of facilities. most likely would be hiked to provide
The bill, entitled "An Act to Au- for the construction costs.
thorize the Construction of Housing
He said the only way to effectively
for the University of Maine," is de- provide for housing is by long-term
signed to lend the credit of the State borrowing and added that "credit of
the University alone, without backing
of Maine to the University.
It allows the University to borrow of the State, is insufficient."
funds necessary for housing construcSponsors of the plan say several
tion on a 100 per cent liquidating million dollars in interest will
be
basis over a thirteen year period. saved by use of the State's
credit
These funds would be for housing status.
only, not academic buildings.
Aside from legislative acceptance,
Under the present plan the state the bill requires approval by the
peoappropriates 50 per cent and the Uni- ple of the State of Maine by
referenversity borrows 50 per cent.
dum.
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Debate Features
Senate Names Candidates'Pakistan
Teams
For Alumni Watch Award
Wesley English, E. Paul Taiganides, Herbert Elliott, and
Robert Cruickshank have been nominated by the General Student
Senate as candidates for the Washington Alumni Watch Award.
Final selection is made during the
Senate elections before Maine Day by
vote of the student body. The award
goes to the person who has done the
most for the University during his
four years here. Announcement of
the winner and presentation of the
Washington Award is on class day
in June.
Wesley English, Phi Mu Delta, a
Dean's List student, was a member of
the freshman and varsity football
teams, executive committee of freshman class, Sophomore Owls. He was
vice president of Phi Mu his junior
year and president in his senior year.
He earned a letter in tennis
E. Paul Taiganides, sigma Chi, a
Dean's List student, was a member of
the Sophomore Owls, vice president
of his sophomore class, chairman of
the Good Will Chest and Proctor this

year. He served as president of the
International Club as a junior, is now
a member of Alpha Zeta honor society. Taiganides was Winter Carnival King
Herbert Elliott was a member of
the Freshman Glee Club, the Maine
Masque, vice president of the General
Student Senate, and campus mayor.
He was corresponding secretary, vice
president and president of Phi Kappa
Sigma. He earned his letter in Winter
Sports, and is now a member of the
Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Society.
Robert Cruickshank, Sigma Ctii, a
Dean's List student, was intermural
athletic representative as a freshman,
a member of the Maine Masque and
a Proctor. He was president of Sigma Chi last year. Last year he was
elected Winter Carnival King. Cruickshank is chairman of the Maine Day
committee.

Two students from Pakistan will be
at the University on April 24 to participate in a debate. Samin Uddin
Khan from the University of Michigan
and Azhar Hassin Risvi from Buffalo,
N. Y., will debate with two members
from the varsity debating team.
The debate will take place in the
Lown Room of the Memorial Union
at 7:30 p.m. Joan Hutchinson will
debate negatively with Mr. Risvi,
while Lester Reid will take the affirmative with Mr. Khan. The subject
is: Resolved: The American Foreign
Policy in Asia Has Helped the Neutrals More Than the Allies. After the
debate, there will be an opportunity
for questions by the audience.
The debate with foreign students
is sponsored by the Pakistan Students
Association of America. This organization represents about 500 students
in different colleges throughout the
United States. One of the aims of
this association is to create better
understanding between Pakistan and
United States through educational and
cultural activities.

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Smoother, quieter flight
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Concert Series Ends Thursday
With University's Music Night
More than 200 University students, members of four campus
musical organizations, will participate in the annual Music Night
program, Thursday, April 25, at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial Gym.
The program will be the final event
in the University's concert series for
this college year.
Students will be admitted by displaying their I.D. cards.
Band To Perform
Under the leadership of Francis
Shaw, the University band, composed
of 75 members, will perform a Baroque Suite, consisting of excerpts
from 18th century composers. They
will also play The Finnish Rhapsody,
No. 1, by Fred.

chetti, contemporary American composer. and Britten's Advanced Democracy, written for eight parts.

Dr. Melendy Will Conduct
Dr. Earle Melendy will conduct the
50 piece University orchestra in the
following pieces: Procession of the
Meistersingers from Act III, by Richard Wagner, The Golden Scepter, by
Schlepegrell, The Dream of Olivet:,
by Williams, and the ever popular
Rhapsody in Blue, by Gershwin. Jane
Quimby will play the piano solo in the
The University 100 voice chorus Rhapsody, and Richard Dorr in The
with Prof. Lewis H. Niven as con- Dream of Olivet,.
ductor will perform the Missa Brevis
The University Singers, a new muof Buxtchude. This piece comprises
sical
group organized this year. will
only the Kyrie and Gloria, the two
make its first formal appearance for
sections of the Roman Catholic servies which the Lutheran Liturgy has a campus audience. The Singers have
preserved. It is in five voice parts. given several concerts off campus
The chorus will sing Nocturne and which have been well received. This
Cloud Messengers by Cesar Cui, An group which is composed of 21 stuAmerican Proverb, by Vincent Persi- dents will sing two English folk songs,
The Turtle Dove and Just As The
Tide Was Flowing, both by R. Vaughn
Williams. and two madrigals. De vosotros e Mansilla, by Juan D'Espinosa,
and ClICII, Circa, Cucuctt', by Juan
del Ensina.
Music Night is an event of many
years standing at the University.

The Movie at the Union this weekend will be "Christopher Columbus,"
an historical version of a great explorer's epochal discoveries. Starring in the film is Frederick March.
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You're aloft, in a Viscount, but you'd scarcely know it. So free from vibration—you can balance a house of cards...
and noise seems left behind. Such comfort and speed is made possible by new, jet-prop engines—
engines that operate exclusively with a special synthetic lubricant developed by Esso Research.
In these and hundreds of ways— ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil!
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University Show
Features Work
Of Three Men
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Three art exhibitions featuring water colors and drawings by Harry
Greaver and lithographs by Stow
Wengenroth, and John Audubon, are
on display here for the month of
April.
Twenty-eight water colors and
drawings feature Greaver's "One
Year in Maine" exhibition at Carnegie Hall.
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CLEAN-UP SQUAD—Above are the members of this year's
Maine Day Committee. Members aiming at beautifying the campus area are I. to r., sitting, Joan Dow; Robert Cruickshank,
Chairman; and Lois Perkins. Standing are, I. to r., William 0.
Farley, William Lynch, Vernon St. Amand, H. Maxwell Burry, Jr.,
James Conley, William Sterritt, J. Theodore Luebbers, and Mary
Coffin.
(Photo by Raphael)

Women Association Elect
New Officers Wednesday

rent of many
iiversity.

Annual elections of the Women's Student Government Association and Women's Athletic Association will be held on the Mall
April 24 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In the case of rain, the elections
will move into the Union.

on this weekr Columbus,"
a great exveries. Starrick March.

The new officers will be announced
next Thursday at the WSGA assembly in the Women's Gym at 3:15
p.m.
Candidates of WSGA officers are:
President: Devone Davis, Jane Dudley, and Roberta Wyer. Vice President: Ann Cruickshank, Ann Tompkins. Secretary: Constance Atherton,
Midge Grispi, Laurel Hoyt. Treasurer: Beth Hersom, Elizabeth Pope.
Social Chairman: Virginia Freeman,
Jane Quimby. Assembly Chairman:
Joellen Anderson, Joan Wales.
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The WAA candidates are: President: Sue Campbell, Laurel Kealiher. Vice President: Marion Arey,
Judy Ward. Secretary: Marie Ifill,
Treasurer: Gloria
Sandy Page.
Chellis, Gail Smith.
Manager Hockey: Linda Ashton.
Connie Tassinari. Asst. Manager
Hockey: Linda Bowden, Beth Her-

som, Betty Plaisted, Joan Wales.
Manager Basketball: Fay Hodgdon,
Diann Watson. Asst. Manager Basketball: Sue McGuffin, lone McIver,
Jean Ulmer.
Manager Soccer-Softball: Sandy
Sweeney, Lois Ward. Asst. Manager
Soccer-Softball: Carolyn Rothwell,
Sylvia Tibbetts, Sherry Webster.
Asst. Manager Volleyball: Marilyn
Bradford, Betty Colley, Sally Curtis.
Manager Volleyball: Lora Lenz,
Jackie Perry.
Manager Winter Sports: Elaine
Dolloff, Judy Webster. Asst. Manager Winter Sports: Ann Hastings,
Carol Iverson, Nancy Morse, Manager Archery-Pingpong: Anita Frisbie,
Ruth Sclair. Manager BadmintonTennis: Lois Blanchard, Helen Inman. Manager Playdays: Jackie Gallop, Joy Lymburner.

Greaver Featured
Greaver, a native of California, received his education at the Los Angeles County Art Institute and the University of Kansas where he received
his bachelor of fine arts and master
of fine arts degrees. After college,
he served in the Army as an illustrator for two years. He then spent a
year traveling through Europe before
coming to Maine in 1955.
His interest in Maine as a subject
for his work stems from his admiration and study of the great Maine
artist Winslow Homer.
The Wengenroth exhibition of fifty
lithographs is showing at the Memorial Union. He is considered as
one of America's outstanding lithographers. Much of his work has
been done in Maine and in the U. of
M. exhibition there are a number of
Maine scenes.
The Audubon exhibition in the
library features birds and wildlife of
America. Audubon is noted for his
colorful and exact recreations of
America's birds and animals.

Brewster Is First
Lynn A. Brewster won first prize
in the Freshman Algebra Examination, according to Spofford H. Kimball, head, the department of mathematics and astronomy.
Richard L. Campbell took second
prize in the algebra contest, while
Thomas P. Morehouse placed third.
Charles A. Trumbull won a copy of
the Chemical Rubber Company Standard Mathematical Tables

High Schools To Compete
In 50th Speech Festival
By Phyllis Warren
Firty-one high schools will enter 217 students in the Maine
Speech Festival Saturday, Dr. Wofford G. Gardner, head of the
department of speech, said this week.
The Festival has been sponsored
for over fifty years by the University of Maine. High school students
will come from as far north as Fort
Kent and as far south as Traip Academy in Kittery. Laconia High School
of New Hampshire is also sending
entries.
The purpose of the festival is to
encourage better speech habits and
to stimulate an interest in speech
training.
For Better Speech
"One objective is to promote and
encourage development of the ability to create original material, compose it in effective language, and
deliver it in an appropriate manner,"
Dr. Gardner said. "A second objective is to encourage and promote
the ability to select, analyze and interpret in an appropriate manner the
good literature of the past and present. A third objective is to provide
an occasion when students may assemble and compare their achievements in particular areas."
Registration for the festival will

take place in the Memorial Union
Building beginning at 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday. All contests will be held
in Stevens Hall, beginning at 11:00
and continuing throughout the afternoon.
Hold Eight Events
There will be eight events including radio newscasting, group discussion, extemporaneous speaking, original oratory, poetry reading, serious
prose, humorous prose and public
address.
The teams of judges will be composed of visiting coaches, faculty
members and qualified students from
the University. Each student will be
rated superior, excellent, good, or
fair on the basis of the quality of
presentation. Certificates will be
awarded each student and medals
will go to speakers receiving a superior rating.
Asst. Professor William L. Whiting
is in charge of the festival. Anyone
interested in assisting as chairmen or
time keepers may contact Prof.
Whiting, 320 Stevens Hall.

EUROPE—Tours, Air & Steamship tickets. Special student tours.
Independent travel. Auto sales and rentals.
WESTERN TOURS—Pacific Coast, Hawaii, Alaska—by rail and
air.
MEXICO & CARIBBEAN—Air and hotel reservations. All air
and steamship lines, domestic and foreign represented. Immediate
ticketing at tariff rates. No service charge.
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Designed tor Senate Efficiency Interviews
The proposed amendment to the General Senate Bylaws Bill
Law
designed to speed up the processing bills was tabled at the Senate's last meeting.
It was a blessing in a way that the Senators had to bog down
on a bill designed to expedite the proceedings. It must now be
clear to student representatives that there is an urgent need for
this bill.
The amendment would, at least, bring more meaningfulness
to their assembly. A proposal which would go through the
process of a committee hearing, would most certainly appear on
the Senate floor ready for the serious consideration of the senators. That's the way bills ought to be handled.
There are some who for various reasons are naturally opposed to the speed-up amendment. They are obviously satisfied
with the progress made the way things are. Some others wouldn't
like to see their pet project subjected to criticism at an open hearing. Others oppose the new motion because they would dislike
faculty interference when some bills were reviewed at a combined student faculty committee.
Despite objections, the proposed amendment, had it been
passed, would have been a sincere demonstration on the part
of the Senate that it was in truth concerned with the welfare of
the student body. The speed-up bill, aside from having expedited things in the Senate, would have put the existing committees to useful work, and at the same time would have created
more opportunities for more students to participate actively and
contribute directly to better student government' the democratic
way.
It is a pity if such an important measure has to be put off
until another year.

Action On Judiciary Is Vital
Another proposed amendment to the Senate Bylaws is of
great importance to all of us. It would create a student judiciary
that could try any one of us accused of violating "those standards of acceptable conduct."
The judiciary, were it put into effect, would supposedly
make the accused subject to trial by a court of their equals, and
consequently, also subject to the decisions and if necessary the
sentence of the court.
This would be a radical departure from present administrative policy. The student judiciary would be the measure of independence some students have long sought from the University.
Actually, it would be a great tribute of the faith the University
administration has in the ability of the student body to govern
itself.
But the bill now before the Senate is not the original one
drawn up by the special Senate Judiciary committee. Revisions
were made after the committee or its representatives talked with
the Administration. The first bill gave the student judiciary
final authority in most cases brought before it. In the revised
form "original" had been substituted for "final," among other
revisions. This, of course, removed all the final authority from
the judiciary. In effect, it extracted the teeth from the original
bill.
At this point, we must be cautious. It would seem that the
faculty wants to dominate the scene as long as it can. It is willing to cooperate, but only so far, and never to the extent of
losing its power over the student body. Some already think this
is true. Others think this idea is ridiculous. There are some
who believe the University will never relinquish its hold over the
students. Such an idea might be true. But we sometimes act
like a little boy who thinks he knows more than his mother. We
are ready to tell the Administration that it doesn't know what it's
doing.
We could feel that the revised judiciary bill is not a reflection of complete trust in the student body. It seems to say
that we are incapable and can't be trusted to handle our own
affairs.
But we like to think the University was only being overcautious in its recommendations to the judiciary committee for
good reasons of its own.
The Senate, this year or next, has the opportunity to accept or reject the student judiciary bill. We would like to see
the motion passed. In time we would prove worthy of the administration's trust.
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The following is a Campus interview with William Law. Senate President, on the proposed Student Judiciary.
Q. How would a student judiciary
help the Senate carry out its functions?
A. "The judiciary would not
be a legislatise arm of the General Student Senate. It would,
however, help the Senate encourage in all students a feeling of
responsibility.... With a Senate
and judiciary we may see a codification of rules.
It would definitely give the students
an opportunity to settle their own
problems. Making students aware of
the problems of others is an unstated
purpose of the Senate. The solving
of the individual problems would be
the domain of the Judiciary."
Q. Do you believe the proposed student judiciary should
have the right to make final decisions in all cases brought before it?
R. "A qualified answer must be
given. Yes, it should have the right
to make final recommendations in all
cases referred to it and in those cases
in which it has original jurisdiction.
At the same time the Committee on
Administration will have the final decision because it must by law."
Q. Were you a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee preparing
the proposed amendment to the Senate
Constitution?
R. "Yes."
Q. Were you aware of the fact
or had you knowledge of the
fact that the original amendment
prepared by the committee had
been revised upon the recommendation of the administration?
R. "Yes."
Q. Why was the original amendment handed over to the administration?
R. "To determine the feelings of
the Administration. They have the
responsibility of helping and protecting the student as well as handing out
discipline."
Q. Who made the recommendations?
R. "Almost every member of the
Committee on Administration. I cannot single out any one individual."
Q. Did the Senate Judiciary
committee accept the recommendations of the administration
without discussion?
R. "No. All of the points the Committee on Administration raised were
discussed at a meeting of the Judiciary Committee. Some other points
were considered as well."
Q. What was the general reaction
of the committee toward the recommendations made by the administration? Specifically to those limiting
the powers of the proposed judiciary?
R. "The Judiciary Committee generally agreed with the recommendations after it had been pointed out
why such recommendations were
made."
Q. Do you believe that the
recommendations which were
adopted—incorporated into the
revised proposed amendment—
altered the original intent of the
proposed amendment?
R. "Yes, it alters the original
amendment. As to the 'intent' I cannot say, for in the original a good
deal of leeway was left to the judiciary. They may not have acted
quite in the manner I thought they
would have."
Q. Do you think that a student
judiciary could become an effective
body operating as it would under the
revised amendment?
R. "Decidedly so. Many students
feel that it would be nothing more
than a 'tool of the Administration.'
This is possible only as much as the
students allow. The solutions given by
the Judiciary would be no more effective than those given by the Administration.
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Yes, I realize the power of WORO
is such as to be confined to campus
limits. But need your transmission
interfere with WABI? WGUY?—or
even with itself? Are your transmitters so designed as to scatter sundry harmonies over the short wave
bands? Would local "hams" prefer
"Dx-ing" Orono to British East Africa? And how can your fundamental
transmission sound so had, and your
harmonics so good?
Yes, many questions and more complaints. But, to make a long story
short—just try to help us at least hear
"our" station. We honestly like it
when we can decipher it.
Here is to improved technological
equilibrium and better listening.
FRED WHITCOMB
P.S. If it's our radios (10 here and
more. I daresay. elsewhere) please
send repairman at once.

WORC

()roll,

Maine.

Mail Baf
Nothing Accomplished
To the Editor:
After sitting in for the Kappa Sigma and Phi Gamma Delta senators,
we came to this conclusion:
1. There is so much discussion on
the floor concerning parliamentary
procedure that little is accomplished.
2. Parliamentary procedure and the
by-laws of the senate are known by
only a small number of the senators.
3. Procedure for bringing up a proposal and the passing of such proposal
is complicated and confusing.
4. A discussion concerning a proposal lasted nearly two hours with no
conclusion and ended with tabling the
proposal.
ARAM GARABEDEAN,
THOMAS W. LARKIN. JR.,

Would Seize License
To the Editor:
If I were a representative of the
F.C.C., I would now have in my possession WORO's coveted license!
However, as I am a mere student of
this institution and appreciative of
good and not-so-good music, I can
only voice my hitherto unvoiced complaints.

Cam-12444 ell40mo4
(ACP)—The University of Chicago included this one in its "Hither and
Yon" Column. It's headlined "American Tragedy." He read the textbook,
he studied the notes, he outlined both,
then he summarized his outline, then
outlined his summary on 3 x 5 cards,
then reduced the card outline to one

Enjoys Station, But!
To the Editor:
Upon dialing our favorite radio
stations, we are constantly plagued by
a certain campus station that occupies
no less than six places on the dial.
This interferes with reception of other
stations and it is very irritating
Don't get us wrong. We appreciate
very much the fine programs put on
by WORD. but we wonder very much
if our campus radio station could confine itself to the one frequency, supposedly allowed by the F.C.C..
STEVE TALCOVE
PAUL COTREAU
sentence, boiled tr.e sentence down to
a phrase, boiled the phrase down to a
word, entered the exam, analyzed the
question, and then, forgot the word.

4 lale at 44.1c4
Was Shakespeare Crippled?
April 23 will mark Shakespeare's
birthday. He was born 393 years ago,
and to this day his life remains pretty
much an enigma. Students of Shakespeare have spent years studying his
work to uncover some new clues
which might explain the mysteries of
his life.
Professor Hankins, head of the English Department on campus, an authority on Shakespeare, and author of
Shakespeare's Derived Imagery, believes that he might have discovered
a very important clue in Shakespeare's
Sonnets, numbers 37 and 89. In those
two sonnets Shakespeare alludes to his

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

"lameness." Having done research
establishing that "lameness" was not
used in the figurative sense in those
days, Professor Hankins thinks that a
fair speculation might be that Shakespeare was cripple.
If this were true it could possibly
explain why Shakespeare was so reticent on some facets of his own life or
more specifically why he did not act
in his own plays more often than he
did. Doctor Hankins' speculation adds
another possibility to test the fabric
of mystery with which the Bard willingly or inadvertently surrounded
himself.
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WORO Is Jamming

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Owls To Complete
Interviews April 25;
New System Used

Spring Arrives-Again!
By Murrie MacDonald

To the Editor:
I shouldn't say anything about
This is the first complaint I have
spring. Last week I did and it snowed
will
Owls
wind
their
up
interfirst
ever voiced by letter to the Campus,
the following day.
but I believe it is justified. Station views with freshman men next MonBut on a day like Tuesday you
according
day.
Donald
Cookson,
to
WORO has overrun its frequency
boundaries so far as to overlap and Sophomore Owl president. The inter- could tell it had to be spring just
ut in on WGUY and WAB1 to name views are being held to select the by looking around.
twenty new Owls.
Across the road from my dorm
only a few stations.
Cookson said that a new system about four Phi Etas were playing golf.
I live in North Dorms, and when 1
‘..ant to listen to WORO, I can't even was being used this year for the selec- A guy ran down the road with a
tune the station in so it is listenable. tion. All freshman men with over two butterfly net. Three girls were whizThe tone of both voice and music is points will be interviewed the first zing around in a brand new confuzzy and very scrambled up, and the time. Each man will be met by and vertible.
harmonies are strong enough to be talked with by at least two Owls. At
The SAE's were playing softball.
that meeting the individuals will be Workmen
picked up on short wave bands.
were fixing a sundeck for
I hardly think that the cause of all ranked on their personality and ap- Stodder Hall girls. Winter coats had
pearance.
interviewing
The
Owls
will
this disturbance is my radio, as everygone and the trench coat brigade
one else I have talked to has noticed complete a rating sheet on each man. was out in full force. Horrors—somethe same difficulty with WORO.
The Owls will be considering four one walked by with an armload of
I enjoy having the Campus station factors in picking the new Owls: first, books.
available, but couldn't it be remedied interest in taking part in campus acAlthough it wasn't a quiet weekend,
to have a more presentable and a tivities, secondly, evidence of leaderthere were only three events on camlistenable transmission? I am sure it ship, third, that they have at least two
pus.
would be more enjoyed by all stu- points, and fourth, character, personFriday night, the Stodder Hall dindents. Thank you.
ality, and appearance.
TORRY SYLVESTER
After all freshman men have been ing room turned into a tropical cabP.S. Also when WORO is off the air, interviewed, the Owls will select about aret at the Panhellenic Spring Dance.
:here is an audible hum that prevents fifty for further consideration. Cook- Nat Diamond furnished the music
WGLTY from coming in at all.
son said. The second interviews will from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The tables were sumptuously decked
be conducted on April 24, 25. Each
candidate will be interviewed by at out with burlap coverings and hurricane lamps. while a multitude of
least ten Owls.
On the basis of the second inter- wall decorations pictured the land
views, the Owls will select the final of "Dayo." Six new sorority presi(Continued from Page One)
twenty candidates. New Owls will dents and the incoming Panhell Presi:minion will be served at 8:30 a.m. be tapped at the Inter-fraternity sing dent, Barbara Kelly, were presented
followed by breakfast, and at 11:00 on May 7.
with bouquets of their sorority flowa.m. also.
Newman Club will hold Masses at
5:15 and 7 p.m. on Holy Thursday
and on Good Friday at 5 p.m. Sunday services will be at the regular
time.
Jewish students will be celebrating
Passover, the oldest of the Jewish
Handsomely Designed for Men,
holidays, having been celebrated for
Petitely Fashioned for Women —
several thousand years.

Holy Week Honored

UNIVERSITY of MAINE
CLASS RINGS

Passover is in observance of the
deliverance of the Jewish people from
slavery in Egypt. A period of eight
days, the first two and last two of
which are Holy Days, are dedicated
to the principles of Spiritual redemption of people in general and of the
individuals.
Rabbi Milton
H. Elefant
stressed the point that Passover
k a Spring holiday, coming at
a period of the year when life
in the nature around us is renewed.
In turn, the student should dedicate himself to the renewal of the
acceptance of the responsibilities
which are a part of his life. It is a
period of re-evaluation of human
conduct and sought-for goals.
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ers in
mid-evening ceremony.
Jane Ledyard was chairman of the
Calypso dancing girls, pianist Jane "Ace of Spades."
Quimby, a Chi 0 singing group, and
Saturday, a deluge of high school
others provided excellent entertain- students swarmed onto campus for
ment.
High School Day to see more vividly
Dean and Mrs. Mark Shibles and the prospect of four years at the
Dr. and Mrs. John Nichols served University.
as chaperons. Panhellenic guests, inAll afternoon the foot-weary high
cluding Dr. and Mrs. Arthur A. schoolers trudged from one departHauck, and guests and advisors of ment to another, passing through a
the six sororities were also present. fast public relations build-up at each
Virginia Freeman was chairman of stopping point. The Campus office
the dance.
was no exception.
Saturday night the Union held its
PINNED: Dianne Strang, Brewthird annual "Ace of Spades." The er, to Frank Clancy, Lambda Chi
ever-popular "Monte Carlo-type" par- Alpha; Janice Goudreau, Gorham
ty drew its usual large crowd to the State Teachers College, to David
roulette, poker, blind-hookey, poker Phillips, Phi Gamma Delta; Eleanor
dice, blackjack, horse racing, and Small to David Williams, Alpha
chuck-a-luck games run by 48 fac- Tau Omega.
ulty members.
ENGAGED: Joyce Lyons to ChrisIn the Bear's Den, colored table- topher Fuller, Alpha Tau Omega;
cloths and candle-lit atmosphere add- Gayle Prince to Wyatt Shorter;
ed another cabaret setting to the Miriam Turran to Elliot Cole, Readweekend.
ing, Mass.; Cynthia Quimby, Boston
The floorshow featured the "Chat- University, to James Blatchford,
tertocks," a group of girls from Pem- Beta Theta Pi; Lois Danzig, Portland
broke, and the "Brunotes," a jazz State Teachers College, to Robert
combo from Brown University.
MeKown, Phi Kappa Sigma.

You Can Get Those
"HARD-TO-FIND"ITEMS
AT PARK'S
oc-orsZe Zadt
71'364

S*4.1.011 :
110,417

PARK'S
Mh St,

C...L°

PARK'S

HARDWARE
& VAKILT Y
D'
)n3. M

$200.00 EASY
CAMPUS AGENCY
AVAILABLE
We need a Student to sell Nationally Advertised Drawing
Sets and Slide Rules (K&E,
Dietzgen, etc.) at low Discount
prices to entering engineering
freshmen this fall. Tremendous profits. No investment
required. Free posters, etc.
Write now! Empire Engineering Supply Company; P.O. Box
114, Canal St. Station, NYC
13, N. Y.

A TRULY FOREVER CONTEMPORARY RING

AGENT: Claude Gendron
Union Bldg.—Tues. aft. 1-5
SOLD BY: A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town

The
Canoe City Laundromat

4-6 Week Delivery

OLD TOWN, MAINE
(opp. Woolen Mill)

2-3 AND
4 STRAND

31e r

PULL
A-PART

THE ANSWER TO ALL YOUR
LAUNDRY AND CLEANING NEEDS!

LAUNDROMAT SERVICES,
a quality wash for less than it costs to mail
your laundry home.

SHIRTS,
finest in Eastern Maine, done exclusively
by Chinese Laundry at .25 each.

SPECIAL
JEWELRY
STREET
FLOOR

DRY CLEANING,
PLUS

$1

quality with personalized handling and
two day service.

TAX

WEST TASTE YET IN A
DESIGNED TO GO WITH NEW OPEN
FILTER

COLLAR FASHIONS

OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 8:00

CIGARETTE
TAKE HOME A CARTON

FREESE'S

STREET
FLOOR

High School Visitors See
University As Big, Friendly

Elect Daigle
IFC President

•
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The Interfratemity Council named
Patrick Daigle as president in its
spring elections, reported out-going
President Robert Worthing. Daigle,
a junior electrical engineering major, is also president of Phi Gamma
Delta.

"I Can't ‘kait

student."
"It's all so big and wonderful.
Everyone is so friendly and helpful."
These two comments were typical
of those expressed by the nearly 700
Maine students who visited the University for High School Day, Saturday.

Others elected to serve as officers
on the Council are vice president
Merrill Ward, Delta Tau Delta, and
secretary-treasurer Frank Keenan,
Lambda Chi Alpha.
The Interfratoenity Council and
the Council of Fraternity Advisors
were the honored guests at the annual President's Banquet Wednesday
evening, April 17. The banquet, given each year by President Arthur A.
Hauck, was held in the Estabrooke
dining room.
Raymond Fletcher, executiVe secretary of Sigma Nu, was guest speaker. About 70 advisors and fraternity
men attended.

to come here as a

The record crowd of high schoolers,
principals, guidance instructors, and
parents, who visited the University
for the annual program, were guests
of the administration and student
body on tours of campus, at various
meetings, and luncheons.

'Ace Of Spades' Draws Crowd
HOUSE MAN—University President Arthur A. Hauck, center,
right, watches his table closely as "gamblers" wait for dice to roll.
Over 1400 persons packed the Union Saturday night for the annual
(Photo by Raphael)
Ace of Spades.

Meet Bill Hancock
Jt estern Electric development engineer
Bill Hancock is a graduate of Pennsylvania
State University where he majored in industrial engineering. Bill joined Western Electric
as a planning engineer in November. 1951, at
the Kearny Works in New Jersey. Later, he
was assigned to the new Merrimack Valley
Works in North Andover. Massachusetts, as
a development engineer. Here Bill is shown
leaving his attractive New England home for
his office while his wife, Barbara, and their
daughter, Blair, watch.

Registration and general tours of
campus featured the morning program
which also included talks by deans of
the four colleges and School of Education.
The student visitors and guests
visited the various departments of the
University during the early afternoon.
Highlighting their tours were special
programs by the Maine Masque Theatre, which held a rehearsal session for
the visitors; the Maine Campus and
the department of journalism; the
language department, and science laboratories.
Tau Zeta Chapter of Tau Epsilon Phi chose the following officers at its spring election: Chancellor, Richard Schindler; vice
chancellor, Blaine Moores; bursar, Lawrence Kincaid; steward,
Murray Simon; warden, Lawrence
Fogelman; scribe, Carl Edler;
historian, Blaine Moores; chaplain, Maurice Belleville.

The high schoolers heard an address
by Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, University
President, at a general assembly at
3:30 p.m. in Memorial Gym. Herbert
E. Elliot, president of the Senior
Skulls, Jane Barker, president of the
All-Maine Women, and Mayor Ronald Hurd also spoke to the students
at the special assembly.
Refreshment and open house sessions in freshman men and women's
dormitories concluded the day's festivities.

Roberts, Thaxter
Receive Ful brig hts
Franklin L. Roberts, graduate
teaching assistant in the University's zoology department, has
received a Fulbright Grant for
one year of advanced study in
zoology.
Roberts was graduated from
Maine in 1955 with a B.A. degree and expects to receive his
Master of Arts degree this June.
The grant, which pays all expenses, will enable Roberts to
study at Canterbury University
College in New Zealand.
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Newly Enlarged
SOUND ROOMS
FEATURING:
COMPONENTS BY
• BOGGN
• ELECTROVOICE
• GARRARD
• J. LANSING
8111's present assignment at Western Electric: the development
of methods and machinery for assembling one of today's
most promising electronic developments- electronic "packages" involving printed wiring. At a product review conference Bill (standing) discusses his ideas on printed wiring
assemblies with fellow engineers.

Souter, test a machine
they developed to insert components of different
shapes and sizes into printed wiring boards. The
small electronic packages prepared by this machine
are being used in a new transistorized carrier system
for rural telephone lines.

Bill and his supcnisor. John

And Many Other Items—
All at Audiophile Net
Prices!

M alp IIIIIINVO2C
••••.•••••

...•-•••••••••••••••

The BEST BUY in
Packaged HI-FI!
Be sure to hear
MAGNAVOX
before you buy any
HI-Fl!

ANDREWS
Sailing off the north shore of Massachusetts is
one of Bill's favorite sports. He also enjoys
the golf courses and ski runs within an easy
drive from where he uses and works.

MUSIC HOUSE
feANUPACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE Bill SYSTEM

Extra
curricular
activities
need not
place an
extra strain
on your
budget. Be
correct
socially-and
thrifty, toorent your
formal attire
at

Goldsmith's
OLD TOWN

"The House of HI-fl"
MAINE

118 Main St.
Burlington,
Md.; Indianopolk, Ind.; Allentown and laureldale, Pa.;
Manufacturing plants in Chicago, M.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore,
Minn.
Duluth,
and
Paul
St.
Neb.;
Lincoln,
Mass;
Haverhill and Lawrence,
Greensboro and Winston•Salete, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.;
Corporation, Chicago 14, Illinois.
Teletype
Also,
cities.
16
in
headquarters
Installation
Distributing Centers in 30 cities and

FORMAL
WEAR

DO-IT-YOURSELF KITS

MONOGRAPHS BY
Engineers: Western Electric offers you a wide variety of interesting, creative opportunities. It makes no difference w hat your
field of specialization is. You can fit - now - into our operation as the manufacturing and supply unit of the &II System
... or into our defense job. A free booklet -"Your Opportunity at Western Electric-- outlines company operations and
specific job opportunities in detail. Send for it. Write to: College Relations Department, Room 1029, Western Electric
Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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Pastimers Face Bobcats;
Burke To Start In Opener

... A Welcome Addition?

By Frank "Red" Reed
It is the general consensus of the sports staff of the Campus
that an Intramural Golf Tournament would be a welcome addition
to our student sports curriculum for non-varsity athletes. As it
By Joe McCarthy
stands now everything from football to handball to wrestling is
The
Maine
Varsity Baseball team opens their home season against Bates at Alumni Field on
represented here at the University, so why not golf? I think the
main problem facing us duffers would be whether or not there Monday, April 22, at 3 p.m. The State Series contest will be the first of nine home games.
is enough interest to warrant such an event.
• Coach Jack Butterfield will probably
Without interest we might as well stop right here.
start lefthander Billy Burke against
However, I am positive that we can sell the idea to those
the Bobcats. Burke was credited with
in charge of the Intramural program because there are
Maine's first win of the season over
Connecticut. Billy dropped a 3-2 deenough fraternity and non-fraternity golfers to particicision at Annapolis during the southpate and guarantee a successful Intramural Golf Chamern trip. He is currently rated the
pionship each spring. The following has been sent to
No. 1 starter on the mound staff.
Sam Sezak for his approval ... we hope it meets yours.
Butterfield will have to alter his
I. Two man teams to represent each fraternity, dorm and
off-campus organization with the same present eligibility in effect.
Injuries Piling Up
2. The match to consist of 9 holes with the scores of each
lineup for the Black Bear's next start.
team totalled to determine championship. The individual chamRon Ranco, fleet centerfield flychaser,
pionship to the lowest 9-hole score.
had to be assisted from the field in
3. Commence the tournament at 7:00 a.m. using both front
the 6th inning of the Connecticut
and back 9's with the participants playing in foursomes.
game. Ranco pulled a ligament in his
4. In this manner the tournament would be over by noon
right leg while chasing a long single.
and would avoid any conflict with the PVCC's schedule for that
He will be out for at least the Bates
day which is an all important consideration.
game and possibly the Rhode Island
game on the 29th.
5. In case of ties the team with the most number of birdies,
The outfield has been one of Butterpars. etc., would cop the title.
field's big problems this year. Ranco'
Our suggestion is only a start ... we hope it won't be left at
has been his anchor man in center.
first tee.
His most likely move will be to send
We are trying to lay the groundwork and it would
TOPS—Ronnie LeClair, left, and Steve Getchell, co-captains
Roger Davis into the spot. Davis is
he nothing but emotional thinking on our part if we
of the Maine golf team, pose for photographer while preparing
a converted infielder. He has trefor th Brunswick Open, April 20.
weren't sure the majority of you would he eager to par(Photo by Raphael)
mendous speed, and should be able to
ticipate in a golf tournament. However, if the above does
cover a lot of territory.
meet with your approval call us here at the Campus or
Along with Ranco, two other playdrop in and see Sam yourself. We must act promptly
ers have been sidelined with injuries.
though or the whole idea will end at the first tee ... we
Bob Carmichael broke his ankle last
hope it will reach the 19th hole.
week. His leg will be in a cast for
For the Record
at least four weeks. By that time
WANTED: One female reporter to cover women's athletics. Steve Getchell was Maine's only and the club championship
only two weeks of baseball will reat his
Once again the late departure of "Old Man Winter" has hurt bright spot as the Pale Blue golfers home course at the Penobscot Valley main. But Carmichael should see
the fortunes of our baseball, golf, and tennis teams ... especially lost twice last week.
Country Club. The former all around service then because of his good hitIn an abbreviated swing through Orono High athlete shoots in the low ting. In the meantime, Sal Garro has
golf. A faster start might result if the golf team went south too.
southern New England the Maine duf- seventies and is considered to be one moved into the No. 2 catching posiCongratulations, Pete, you were most deserving.
fers
fell at Rhode Island by a 6 to 1 of New England's top rising young tion behind Charlie Eberbach.
Golfers ... I repeat. Your speed in responding will be proof
The mound staff lost the services
score.
Getchell scored Maine's only amateurs. Ron's state handicap is
enough that an Intramural Tournament would be a welcome addiwin here by squeezing out a 3 and 2 4 while his home pro will only give of Ed Riemenschneider Monday aftertion.
noon. Ed sprained his ankle at pracvictory. Next the team stopped at him one gift stroke.
With this I'll close:
Connecticut where Getchell won his
The other half of Maine's power tice. At writing time the seriousness
match 4 and 3, and George Hanson twins, Getchell, is also a former high of the sprain was not known. Butter"HAL'S LAMENT"
backed him up by winning 1 up but school all-round athlete. While in field estimated that he would be out
Cleveland bound, there goes Coop.
again balance told the tale and Maine high school "Getch" played basket- for a couple of weeks.
To fight for a job with the champs of the loop:
was on the short end of a 5 to 2 ball, golf and hockey. An honor
stuThis I say with retrospect,
score.
dent in high school, the junior chemis- Bears Tip UConn
For you were the best end Maine's had yet. . ..
Ronnie LeClair, Maine's number try major is among the Universi

Getchell, LeClair Rate High
With New England Golfers

ty's
Maine won their first game in five
one man, was a disappointment as he top ranked students.
lost both of his matches on the trip.
Getchell. iike his running mate. starts at Storrs, Conn., last Saturday
Getchell, the team's number two LeClair, has been recognized as one 6-4. Billy Burke went seven innings
player, along with LeClair was elected of the area's top coming amateurs and allowing all four runs and seven hits.
Bill Suitor took over in the eighth
last spring to lead this year's swingers. holds a state han,licap of 5.
and
allowed no runs and no hits over the
The two captains are both former
Connecticut
last two frames.
state junior tournament runnerups. Kapsuck (C) defeate
d LeClair (M).
The Black Bears exploded for five
Getchell, the diminutive junior from 8 and 6; Getchell (M)
defeated Win- runs in the sixth inning.
"Tall and talented." "Terrific rebounder." "Most valu- Wilton. was runnerup in
Four singles,
the turney sect (C), 4 and 3; Williams (C) detwo walks and a UConn error
able in every sense of the word."
in 1953, while LeClair was low quali- feated Hawkes (M),
brought
7 and 5; Hanson home the five tallies.
Maine added an
These are but a few of the superlafier in 1955 and 1956.
(M) defeated Olson (C), 1 up; For- insuran
ce run in the seventh on a
tives aimed at Phi Eta ace Pete GilLeClair has won numerous tourney's dette (C) defeated
Sanborn (M), 4 double and an outfield
in his career, among them the Univer- and 3; Kearns (C)
lespie. the outstanding fraternity baserror.
defeated Sterritt MAINE-6 Runs,
10 Hits, 6 Errors.
ketball player of 1956-7
sity Championship in 1955 and 1956, (M). 5 and 3; Japusec
(C) defeated CONN.-4
Runs, 7 Hits, 4 Errors.
Webber (M),6 and 5.
Gillespie becomes the Campus'
At Rhode Island on Friday,
three
Rhode Island
first "PLAYER OF THE YEAR."
Rhody pitchers allowed only five
hits
Butler
(RI)
defeated LeClair (M). to check Maine 6-1. Dan
The six foot two inch Phi Eta center
Dearborn
8 and 6; Gctchell (M) defeated Fos- started for the
was picked by former Campus Sports
Black Bears. He alter (RI), 4 and 3; Saresky defeated lowed six runs and
Editor Don Cookson and coaches of
eight hits in six
Hanson
(M), 3 and 2; Hammlund innings. Suitor came on
eight fraternity teams participating in
in the seventh
(RI) defeated Sanborn (M). 7 and for two innings
the round robin finals last month.
and Tom Sawyer fin5;
Eriksen
(RI) defeated Hasvkes ished up the last inning.
"Ponderous Pete"—he packs a solid
Led by Lou Janicola and Bob
(M), 8 and 7; Morgansky (RI) de198 pounds over his seventy-four
Chase the University Net Men opened feated
Maine's single run came in the
Webber
inches— was the key man in Phi Eta's
the 1957 season by losing a squeaker (RI) defeate (M), 8 and 7; Boulette eighth on
a double, a wild pitch and
d Sterritt (M), 3 and 2.
sticzcss story this year. The Green
to Rhode Island 5-4 but turned
a sacrifice fly.
Wave surprised everyone by copping
around and trounced Conn. 8-1.
MAINE-1 Run, 5 Hits, 4 Errors.
the campus' hoop title. Defending
In the singles on Friday Janicola feated McKown and Alin (NI)
fraternity champion Phi Gam was
6-3, R.I.-6 Runs. 10 Hits, 2 Errors.
and Chase won their matches and 1-6, 6-4; Khouri and
DIAMOND DUST: Sophomores
victimized twice by Gillespie's group.
Janicola (M)
then combined with Khouri and defeated Haut and Newlander
Gillespie, though not an outstand(RI), paced the latest road trip....Hlister
Cope to win the doubles. On Satur- 6-3, 3-6, 6-2; Chase and
ing scorer, was consistent. He averCope (M) banged out three hits in both games
Pete Gillespie
day it was a different story as Mc- defeated Neville and Noble (RI), including 3
aged just tinder fourteen points a
doubles.... Perrone con
game. Rebounding was his forte. is innocent of its exact origin—is na- Kown. Khouri, Alin, Janicola, and 6-1, 6-2.
tributed 3 singles in the Conn. cause.
And in this phase of the game big tive of Fort Fairfield. He learned his Chase copped their singles and swept
Eberbach and Perrone were credSATURDAY
the doubles with only Bernard Cope
"Diz" ruled the league.
Singles: McKown (M) defeated ited with 2 RBIs apiece.... And, of
basketball in the "County" and gained
Held to just seven points by an further experience at Portland Junior on the long end.
Chasnoff (C), 6-3. 3-6, 6-3; Khouri courrx. Burke's effective chucking.
The results of the matches were as (M) defeated Fagan (C), 6-1,
... "We're beginning to come
ambitious North Dorm 12 crew in College.
6-2;
along.
last week's battle for the campus'
Alin (M) defeated Selman (C) 6-3, We're hitting the ball. That's very
He is a sophomore and a resident follows:
crown. Gillespie was an octopus under of "Splinter Village." In fact, Pete
FRIDAY
6-4: Janicola (M) defeated Stein encouraging. The confidence the team
the boards, clearing both offensive is a next door neighbor to Phi Eta
Singles: Welsh (RI) defeated (C). 7-5, 6-3; Barker (C) defeate gained with the Connecticut win is
d invaluable
and defensive rebounds to insure an opponents North Dorm 12. He hangs McKown (M). 6-2, 6-1; Peckham Cope (M). 6-4,
...," says Jack Butterfield.
3-6, 7-5; Chase (M)
80-70 win.
... Maine raised their team
(RI) defeated Khouri (M), 6-3, defeated Ziontz (C), 6-4, 6-4.
his hat in nine.
batting
While the Dormers concentrated on
6-8, 6-2; Haut (RI) defeated Alin
Doubles: McKown and Alin (M) average 20 points against Rhody andl
"I'd
varsity
like
out
go
to
for
basPete. cornermen Phil Bustard and
UConn. But the fielding average
(M) 8-6, 4-6, 6-0; Janicola (M) de- defeated Chasnoff and Stein
fell
(C), off 25 points
Fred Ames found shooting room. ketball next year, but I don't know— feated Newlander
to .870. ... Suitor has
(RI).
6-2,
6-2; 6-2. 8-6; Khouri and Janicola (M)
have
!
definite
plans."
no
confide
d
Bustard netted 24, Ames had 23.
Gillespie Monday when asked if he Stevenson (RI) defeated Cope (M) defeated Fagan and Selman (C), pitched 5 innings in relief and allowed no runs and only 2 hits.
"Dizzy"—the nickname apparently intended to move into college ball. 6-0, 6-2; Chase (M) defeated Mich- 6-1,
"Has
6-2; Cope and Chase (M) de- a lot
of poise in a tight situatio
was derived from that of a certain
The big fellow would brighten aud (RI) 6-1, 6-2.
n," acfeated Barker and Ziontz (C), 10-8, cording
to
goateed bandleader, though Gillespie Maine's defense.
Butterfield.... Tom
Doubles: Welsh and Peckham de- 4-6, 6-3.
yer has fanned 6 in 3 innings of Sawwork.

Gillespie Named'Most Valuable'
Chosen By Intramural Coaches

Janicola, Chase
Lead Net Men
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Education Plans Are Outlined
(Continued from Pane One)
Hauck, Maine and Connecticut have
an arrangement whereby such transfers, if they can be made, are possible at in-state rates.
Passed By Congress
The program as developed for the
New England states came into being
under the New England Higher Education Compact which was approved
by Congress in 1954.
The compact established the board.
presently headed by Dr. Hauck, and
consisting of three members from
each of five New England states.
Only Rhode Island is not represented on the board at present. Little
Fthody will join the board if legislation before its State Legislature is
passed this session.
Administrative costs for the board
are met by appropriations from member states in proportion to their populations.

lain programs such as law, pharmacy, social work, physical
therapy and insurance.
The University of Maine has made
similar arrangements in its program
of pulp and paper technology.
A more recent example of this
co-operation was established between
the University of Maine and the University of Vermont only last June.
Under a reciprocal agreement signed
by officials of both schools, students
from the University majoring in dairy
manufacturing may complete their
junior and senior years at the University of Vermont at in-state tuition.

Present Exchanges
Likewise Vermont forestry students
can complete their junior and senior
years at the University at in-state
rates.
Dr. Hauck explained that the University once had a dairy manufacturing program, but that so few students took the course it didn't seem
Better Education For All
The purpose of the board as ex- worthwhile to continue these studies
pressed in its by-laws is in general
"to improve educational opportunities in higher education, both public
and private, for the youth of New
England through the establishment
and maintenance of a co-ordinated educational program."
Under this broad purpose the plan,
with emphasis on specialization was
developed.
Actually although the plan and
concept is new, the New England
states have been conducting experiments in regional co-operation on
different levels since 1948.
The University of Connecticut
las accepted New England residents at in-state tuition for ter-

The Maine Day Committee needs project suggestions. Fill out
this blank and drop it in the suggestion box at the Newscounter of
the Union. Sign if ,ou Is ant to be chairman.

here, especially where Vermont had
Suggestions:
such a program.
Name:
The situation at Vermont was undoubtedly similar in forestry courses.
This is a prime example of what
provides for financial aid to New
the board is aiming for.
England medical schools which adWhen the program will be de- mit students in excess of the number
veloped to its full extent and to enrolled from that particular state
the benefit of all New England in the region.
An example of this plan as it might
states and students is hard to
determine, according to Presi- apply to the State of Maine and the
dent Hauck. He predicted that University of Vermont would be as
within 25 years, however, the follows:
co-operative educational plan
Let us say that there are 10
would be bearing fruit.
students from the State of Maine
Hauck emphasized that even with attending the University of Verthe program developed for the en- mont's medical school at the
tire New England region, particular moment. Next year, if legislaschools in each state will still give tion before the Maine Legislapreference to students from their own ture is approved and 12 instead
states with other New Englanders of 10 students from Maine are
next in line of preference.
attending the Vermont medical
At present the board is laying spe- school a sum of 165,000—$2,500
cial emphasis on medical education. for each of the two additional
The medical plan, as outlined in a Maine students—will go to the
recent publication from the NEBHE, University of Vermont.

Vol. 1..%

Libby To Be Dean
(Continued from Page One)
George F. Dow to fill other vacancies
created by Deering's retirement in
June.
Lord has been designated Director
of the Agricultural Extension Service.
He has been with the Service since
1925, served as County Agent, County Agent Leader, Assistant Director
and since 1950 Associate Director.
Dr. Dow was appointed Director
of the Agricultural Experiment Station. He is a Maine graduate, class
of 1927. Dow has been a member of
the University staff continuously
since his graduation except for advance study in Agricultural Economics at Cornell University. Dow was
named Assistant Director of the Experiment Station in 1951.

RENT
SUMMER FORMALS AT

G. Edward Gearhart was graduated from
the University of Delaware in June,1956,
with a B.S. in chemical engineering, and
is now working for his Ph.D. in chemical
engineering at Lehigh. At Delaware, he
was editor-in-chief of the yearbook,
"Blue Hen," active in sports and secretary of the Engineering Council.

BEN SKLAR'S

A
Ed Gearhart asks:

What does Du Pont mean by "on-the-job" training?
a Denton Harris answers:
l

*
4?
ih'zv

For the best seleoions in white
and pastel summer formals,
inspect our large selections of
freshly cleaned and pressed
garments! Well fit them with
precision. And we'll surprise
you with our low cost service.

Training is pretty much full-time at
DuPont, Ed. The main objective is
to train men to reach their full capabilities as soon as possible. So we give
the new man responsibility the day
he arrives, and increase it as opportunities are available and he's ready
for more responsibility.
That's the basic,guiding policy. But
Du Pont has many departments. And
training has many facets.
In some plants, the college graduate
being trained for supervision is mos ed

through all areas of the production
cycle. In others, where the technical
phases are more involved, he may
spend time in a laboratory or development group before moving on to
production.
It works the same way in sales. The
graduate may first learn the laboratory side of the products he's going to
sell. Or he may start right out on
learning selling techniques. That all
depends on the products and markets
ins oh ed.

Denton B. Harris joined Du Pont's Engineering Research Laboratory in June,
1952, after completing work for an M.S.
in civil engineering at the University of
Massachusetts. He's currently working
on an unusual project—a broad study of
the philosophy of design. The objective
is to learn more about people's design
preferences, and the trends behind new
concepts in industrial design. This new
assignment came after Denton gained
several years of experience in various
kinds of civil engineering at Du Pont.

Are you interested in research work?
About 2000 Du Pont scientists and some
3500 other employees are now engaged
in research. Laboratory facilities of the
highest quality are available at the
DuPont Experimental Station near
Wilmington, and elsewhere throughout
the country. Full information about research work at Du Pont is given in
"Du Pont Research." Write for your copy
of this free booklet to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2507C Nemours
Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

The same on-the-job principle applies to new men in specialized fields
of research, development or design...
including daily contacts with supervision, frequent lectures, discussions
and conferences. Periodic changes in
assignment, too.
It's carefully planned,individualized
training, Ed. We've found it's the
most effective way to broaden a man
quickly. DuPont is a growing organization. And men with leadership potential are always in demand.

By After Six
New Coats for Purchase
COATS

27.50

PANTS

9.95

Cummerbund.; A Ties 4.95

BEN SKLAR
Old Town

CU PON)
'BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Wotch "Du Pont Theater" on Television
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